We introduce a novel mechanism to tighten the local polytope relaxation for MAP inference in Markov random fields with low state space variables. We consider a surjection of the variables to a set of hyper-variables and apply the local polytope relaxation over these hyper-variables. The state space of each individual hyper-variable is constructed to be enumerable while the vector product of pairs is not easily enumerable making message passing inference intractable.
Introduction
Linear Programming (LP) relaxations are powerful tools for finding the most probable (MAP) configuration in Markov random fields (MRF). The most popular LP relaxation, called the local polytope relaxation [13, 21, 11, 26, 19] , is both too loose [20] to be of use on many real problems and too computationally demanding to be solved exactly using simplex or interior point methods [25] . This motivates the use of coordinate updates in the Lagrangian dual, which are commonly called "message passing" or fixed point updates. These updates can be applied jointly with tightening the local polytope relaxation in a cutting plane manner [20, 14] .
We solve the local polytope relaxation over a graph corresponding to a surjection of the variables to sets called hyper-variables. Hyper-variables are constructed so that iterating through the state space of each hyper-variable is feasible. However it need not be the case that iterating through the vector product of the state spaces of pairs of hyper-variables is feasible. For example consider a pair of hyper-variables each corresponding to fifteen binary variables. The state spaces of the individual hyper-variables are of the enumerable size 2 15 while the corresponding vector product is of intractable size 2 30 . Therefor traditional message passing approaches can not be applied as they rely on enumerating the vector product of the state spaces of hyper-variables.
In this paper we propose a Benders decomposition [4, 9, 7, 22 ] approach for computing the lower bounds on the true min-marginals needed for message passing. These lower bounds share common minimizers with the true minmarginals and the lower bound is tight at these points. We use these lower bounds in place of the true min-marginals during message passing. Our procedure is guaranteed to converge to a fixed point of the Lagrangian dual problem of the local polytope relaxation.
Our paper should be understood in relation to [23] which introduces nested Benders decomposition [5] to achieve efficient dynamic programming exact inference in high tree width binary MRFs. The core methodological idea is to exploit the fact that the high tree width MRF is composed of low state space variables which is achieved via the nested Benders decomposition. Our work can be understood as extending the approach of [23] to permit message passing inference in arbitrary MRFs.
Our work can be contrasted with its most key competitor [20] which is motivated by protein design problems which have large state space for individual variables. In contrast we are motivated by problems in which the states spaces of individual variables tend to be small or binary allowing for efficient specialized inference inspired by [23] . We now summarize the approach of [20] which is called max-product linear programming plus cycle pursuit (MPLPCP).
MPLPCP alternates between message passing inference, which is applied initially over the local polytope relaxation, and adding primal constraints/dual variables. When a fixed point is reached MPLPCP carefully selects an additional primal constraint from a bank of such constraints that is used to circumvent the fixed point and potentially tighten the relaxation. This process iterates until the MAP is provably identified or the bank of such constraints is exhausted at a fixed point. MPLPCP benefits from two key properties (1) tightening the relaxation does not require restarting inference and (2) the introduction of cutting planes in the primal allows for fixed points in the dual to be bypassed. In [20] constraints are only produced over triples of variables and the selection of triples to add is a key bottleneck of inference [3] .
Outline
We outline our paper as follows. First in Section 2 we formalize the problem of MAP inference and a corresponding message passing inference formulation [11] . Next in Section 3 we apply Benders decomposition to produce lower bounds on the min-marginals used in message passing inference. Then in Section 4 we apply our approach to binary MAP inference problems that occur in multi-person pose estimation [12, 17, 1, 24] . Finally we conclude and discuss extensions in Section 5.
Linear Program Relaxation for MAP Inference
Consider a directed graph G = (V, E) with n vertices, where there is a bijection of vertices to n variables x = {x 1 , . . . , x n }. We map a joint configuration of the variables to a cost using cost terms θ i (x i ) for vertex i ∈ V and θ ij (x i , x j ) for edge ij ∈ E, respectively 1 . We define a function over the variables x as:
The MAP problem is then defined as finding an assignment that minimizes the function f (x; θ):
A standard formulation of inference is the following integer linear program (ILP) which we express using over-complete representation µ ij (x i , x j ) ∈ {0, 1} and µ i (x i ){0, 1}. Here µ i (x i ) and µ ij (x i , x j ) describe a configuration of variable x i and pair x i , x j respectively.
By relaxing the integrality constraints in Eq 3 we recover a known relaxation called the local polytope relaxation [20] .
1 Without loss of generality lets assume that θ is non-positive. For a given problem this is achieved by subtracting the largest term present in each table θ ij (x i , x j ) and adding it to the objective.
For binary pairwise problems there is a conversion in which each pairwise table has at most one non-zero element and that this element is non-positive. (See Appendix C)
Tightening the Local Polytope Relaxation
In this sub-section we consider a tighter relaxation than the local polytope over x by mapping x to a new space and solving the local polytope relaxation in that space. Consider a surjection of {1, 2... 
Consider a directed graph (V, E) where there is a bijection of vertices to members of Y. There is an edge between p ∈ V, q ∈ V in E if p < q and there is an edge (ij) ∈ E such that either (i ∈ Y p , j ∈ Y q ) or (j ∈ Y p , i ∈ Y q ). We rewrite Eq 4 over (V, E) below using φ to aggregate the cost terms θ.
We rewrite Eq 2 in terms of y and φ below.
The local polytope relaxation over Eq5 may tighten a loose local polytope relaxation over x. As a trivial example consider that there is only one set in Y. In that case the relaxation over y is tight by definition. Similarly if E forms a tree then the relaxation over y is tight since the local polytope relaxation is known to be tight for tree structured graphs [19] .
Message Passing Inference over the Local Polytope Relaxation
We write the dual form of the local polytope relaxation over (V, E) below using real valued dual variables λ pq→p (y p ), λ pq→q (y q ), λ p and λ pq . Figure 1 : We describe the standard message passing algorithm for MAP inference [19] . We use ∆ to indicate the lower bound prior to a given iteration of message passing. For ease of reading with some abuse of notation, during the inner loop operation over p we flip (qp) to (pq) for any (qp) ∈ E.
In Alg 1 we display the common way of optimizing Eq 6 which iterates over p ∈ V and exactly optimizes all λ terms in which p is an index leaving all others fixed [19] . For ease of reading the remainder of this section and with some abuse of notation, during the inner loop operation over p we flip (qp) to (pq) for any (qp) ∈ E.
We now consider the increase in the objective at a given iterate over p. We use helper term ν pq (y p ) defined below which is commonly referred to as a "min-marginal" [19] .
The increase in the objective is described below using ↓, ↑ to denote the λ terms before/after the update to λ.
Observe that the iterate over p in Alg 1 tightens the lower bound when there is no setting of y p which minimizes min yq φ pq (y p , y q ) − λ pq→q (y q ) for each q and min yp φ p (y p ) + q,(pq)∈E λ pq→p (y p ) prior to updating λ terms.
Producing an Integral Solution Given λ
An anytime approximate solution to Eq 5 is produced by independently selecting the lowest reduced cost solution y p for each p ∈ V as follows [20] .
Benders Decomposition Approach
In this section we study an efficient mechanism to achieve the increase in the dual objective in Eq 8. Observe that to compute ν pq (y p ) for every possible y p one computation need be done for each member of the vector product of the state spaces of y p ,y q . If we have |Y p | = |Y q | = 15, then we have roughly 30k states for p and q, and enumerating the joint space of 9 × 10 8 states, becomes prohibitively expensive for practical applications. In this section we assume that all edges including p are of the form (pq) not (qp) for notational ease.
To avoid enumerating the vector product of state spaces for pairs of hypervariables we employ a Benders decomposition [4] based approach. We compute terms ν − pq (y p ) that lower bound ν pq (y p ) and use ν − pq (y p ) in place of ν pq (y p ) in Alg 1. We construct ν − so as to satisfy the following property.
Using Eq 10 observe that the fixed point update using ν − instead of ν improves the dual objective by the same amount as the standard update as describe in Eq 8. Since fixed point updates over ν − increases the dual objective by exactly the same amount in a given iteration as the standard update then optimization is guaranteed to converge to a fixed point of dual of the local polytope relaxation.
Our Application of Benders Decomposition
We now rigorously define our Benders decomposition formulation for a specific edge (pq) ∈ E given fixed θ, φ, λ. We define the set of affine functions that lower bound ν pq (y p ) as Z pq→p which we index by z each of which is called a "Benders row". We parameterize the z'th affine function in Z (pq)→p with ω
Given anyŻ pq→p ⊆ Z pq→p we define a lower bound on ν pq (y p ) denoted ν − pq (y p ) as follows.
To constructŻ pq→p for each q s.t.(pq ∈ E) so as to satisfy Eq 10 we alternate between the following two steps.
• Select the minimizer y * p corresponding the left hand side of Eq 10.
• Add a new Benders row toŻ pq→p for each neighbor q that makes ν
As an alternative we can add a Benders row corresponding to the edge (pq) in which the lower bound ν
Termination occurs when Eq 10 is satisfied.
Outline of Benders Approach Section
We outline the remainder of this section as follows. First in Section 3.2 we produce a new Benders row corresponding to a given edge (pq) that is tight at a given y * p . Next in Section 3.3 we consider the use of Benders rows that are designed to speed convergence called Magnanti-Wong cuts (MWC) or Pareto optimal cuts [16] . Then in Section 3.4 we show how Benders rows produced with different values of λ than the current one can be re-used with little extra computational effort. Finally in Section 3.5 we consider our complete algorithm for producing ν − that satisfy Eq 10.
Producing New Benders Rows
Given nascent setŻ pq→p , and fixed y * p , we determine if the current lower bound ν − pq (y * p ) is tight as follows.
In this section we reformulate Eq 12 as an ILP, then produce a tight LP relaxation with dual form that reveals a Benders row that is tight at y * p . For ease of notation we flip (j, i) for (j, i) ∈ E where i ∈ Y p , j ∈ E to (ij). Similarly for ease of notation we use zero valued θ ij (x i , x j ) for (ij) / ∈ E. We use [] to denote the binary indicator function.
s.t.
We assume that without loss of generality that θ is non-positive. In Appendix A we prove that without altering the objective in Eq 13 the integrality constraints can be forgotten and the bottom two equality constraints can be relaxed
The corresponding optimization is below.
We now consider the dual problem of Eq 13 using dual variables
Eq 13 = max
Observe that given fixed β the objective in Eq 15 is an affine function of x i ∀i ∈ Y p . Thus when dual variables are optimal Eq 15 represents a new Benders row that we add toŻ pq→p that makes the lower bound in Eq 11 tight at y * p . Let us denote the new Benders row as z * which we construct from β as follows.
Magnanti-Wong Cuts
One can directly solve Eq 15 via an off-the-shelf LP solver, which gives a tight lower bound for a given y * p . However, ideally we want this new Benders row to also give a good (not terribly loose) lower bound for other selections of y p , so that we can use as few computations as possible to satisfy Eq 10.
Approaches for generating Benders rows that produce good lower bounds are called Pareto optimal cuts or Magnanti-Wong cuts [16] (MWC) in the operations research literature. We generate a MWC by adding regularization with tiny positive weight to prefer smaller values of β 1 as follows.
Specialization for Binary Problems
In Appendix B derive an efficient exact procedure for producing MWC for binary problems. We write the findings below. Recall that WLOG at exactly one entry of θ ij (x i , x j ) is non-zero and that entry is non-positive (See Appendix C for details). We denote the indexes corresponding to that entry as x ij i ,x ij j respectively. We write fast computation of β below using β
We often observe in a pre-solve that setting β 3 to the zero vector satisfies a large portion of the constraints over y q . Therefor these constraints are satisfied for all β 3 and hence we remove them from consideration. We may choose to use a mixture of the L1 and L2 norm over optimization of β 3 parameterized by α ∈ [0, 1] as discussed in the Appendix B. We write the corresponding objective below.
Reverse Magnanti-Wong Cuts
In this section we propose a cut that avoids solving the LP in Eq 18 or Eq 15. These correspond to the least binding cut that is tight at y * p and we refer to them as Reverse Magnanti-Wong Cuts (RMC). The RMC corresponds to setting β
which results in a feasible solution to Eq 18. RMC can be used for non-binary problems by setting β as follows (see Appendix D for details):
• β
2 Examine the mapping
and observe that when Q j (x j ) = 0 then β 3 (x j ) = 0 not undefined. Similarly in the case that Q j (x j ) = 0 then β 3 j (x j )h ij = 0 not undefined.
Recycling Benders Rows After Updates to λ
In Alg 1, updates to λ pq→p (y p ) terms; require re-computing all ν terms from scratch. In this section we save computation time by re-using Benders rows from the previous iterations before generating new Benders rows.
Updates to λ pq→q (y q ) may make the Benders rows inŻ pq→p generated in previous iterations no longer lower bound ν pq (y p ). Instead of constructingŻ pq→p from scratch every iteration, we re-use β terms produced by previous iterations. Specifically for each Benders row inŻ pq→p we leave β 1 , β 2 unchanged and set the β 0 term to the maximum feasible value. We write the corresponding update below.
Solving Eq 20 is accelerated by storing ij,xj [x j = x yq j ]β 2 ij (x j ) for each selection of y q . In practice we observe that re-using Benders rows gives vast speed-ups compared with constructing Benders rows from scratch for each iteration of Alg 1.
Recycling Reverse Magnanti-Wong Cuts
The RMC have the following useful property in addition to being fast to compute. Notably they remain tight after changes in λ at the y * p that was used to generate them given that the corresponding β 0 term is first updated as described in Eq 20. This is because the β 1 , β 2 , β 3 do not vary with λ.
Minor point: Sharing elements betweenŻ pq→p , andŻ pq→q
To provide additional speed we share all elements betweenŻ pq→p andŻ pq→q . For a given pair of elements z p , z q that correspond their β 1 , β 2 terms are identical however the β 0 terms differ as determined by Eq 20.
Algorithm for computing ν −
Our algorithm proceeds by iteratively testing if Eq 10 holds and generating Benders rows corresponding to a minimizer y p of φ p (y p )+ q (pq)∈E ν − pq (y p ). Before we generate new Benders rows we re-cycle the ones already generated as described in Eq 20. We display our algorithm below in Alg 2 with line by line explanation below.
• 1-9 Iterate over neighbors of p: Update the Benders rows associated witḣ Z pq→p . Update the message terms ν − . for z ∈Ż pq→p do 3:
end for 6: for y p do 
end for 18: until min yp φ p (y p ) + q;(pq)∈E ν − pq (y p ) = φ p (y * p ) + q;(pq)∈E ν pq (y * p ) Figure 2 : We display our algorithm for computing ν − . We use β 0z , β 1z , β 2z to describe the β terms associated with Benders row z.
-6-8: Update ν − pq (y p ) for each y p using Eq 11.
• 10-18: Alternate between selecting y * p that minimizes the left hand side of Eq 10 and adding new Benders rows until Eq 10 is satisfied. 
InitializingŻ pq→p
At the beginning of Alg 1 for each (pq) ∈ E we initializeŻ pq→p with the RMC corresponding to y * p = min yp φ p (y p ) which is a guess at the selection of y p associated with the optimizer of Eq 5.
Experiments
In this section we consider the performance of our approach on binary MRFs corresponding to the work on multi-person pose estimation of [23] . We outline this experiments section as follows. In Section 4.1 we describe our problem instances and their origin in human pose estimation. In Section 4.2 we describe our construction of hyper-variables. In Section 4.3 we describe the variants of our approach that we compare. In Section 4.4 we describe experiments performed and show plots corresponding to timing and cost. We compare against a baseline of doing standard MPLP [20, 19] . Finally we make observations about the relative performance of the variants of our approach and the baseline. All comparisons are done using MATLAB with a shared code (across variants and baseline) implementing Alg 1.
Problem Domain
We compute the lowest cost human pose in each of the problem instances which corresponds to computing the MAP of a binary MRF (see [23] for details on problem instances). In each problem instance there is a surjection of variables to human body parts: head, neck and the left/right of wrist, elbow, shoulder, hip, knee, ankle. Binary variables being set to 0/1 indicate their exclusion/inclusion in the human pose. The human body is modeled as a conditional tree structure with the neck connected to every body part but the common tree structure followed otherwise.
In [23] the authors simplify the MAP problem by conditioning on the variables corresponding to the neck then solving the MAP problem as a dynamic program sped up using a Nested benders decomposition [5] . In this case each body part defines a hyper-variable in the dynamic program with state space limited to 50,000 and the neck is further limited (see [23] for details). In our experiments we dispense with these limitations and do not condition on the neck.
Constructing Hyper-Variables
Construction of hyper-variables is parameterized by positive user defined integer M which defines the maximum number of variables associated with a hypervariable. Since the local polytope relaxation is tight on a tree we design E to be as tree like as possible. To this end each hyper-variable consists of exactly one type of body part. For a given body part associated with b variables then there are b M hyper-variables with M members and one hyper-variable with the remaining members. The variables corresponding to a given body part are assigned arbitrarily to the corresponding hyper-variables given the size constraints.
Variants of our Approach
We consider variants of our approach in Alg 2 parameterized by two terms.
• Whether to generate MWC corresponding to each (pq) pair or only over the most violated term as is done in Alg 2.
• Which setting of α should be used when generating a MWC. For a given edge multiple such Benders rows may be generated.
In our experiments we consider ten variants which are described in Table 3 .
Experiments Performed
We consider a random subset of ninety seven problem instances from [23] . We capped the number of message passing iterations (outer loop steps in Alg 1) to 400 but terminate when no progress is made in a given iteration of message passing. We consider M= [5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16] . We (scatter) plot the total time consumed relative to the MPLP baseline across problem instances in Figure 5 . We consider the difference between the upper and lower bound at convergence across variant. We describe this in terms of a normalized gap which is the difference between the upper and lower bounds divided by the absolute value of the lower bound. We use the lowest cost upper bound computed across iterations of the outer loop for a given variant (or MPLP). In Table 4 show display for normalized gap for various percentiles achieved for M= [5, 16] .
Observations
We now summarize the findings of our experiments.
With regards to the difference between upper/lower bounds as a function of variant we observe little difference between the variants and the baseline.
Algorithm Color
Symbol (solid=0 or dotted=1) α = 1 α = 0 α = Each data point is defined by a variant, time for the baseline (x axis),time for that variant (y axis). Each plotted line is the line of best fit across calls to the given variant (or baseline). Color/symbol legend is in Table 3 . Top: Shows plot over M= [5, 7, 9, 11] . Bottom: Shows plot over M= [13, 14, 15, 16] . We observe that the green lines/points are almost occluded by the corresponding blue ones indicating highly similar performance.
With regards to timing we observe that the performance of the variants differ wildly on any given instance. However relative to the baseline we observe the following common result. The longer the baseline takes larger the relative speedup introduced across our variants. However all of our variants tend to outperform the baseline on instances where the baseline takes substantial time.
In our experiments we observe that the variants employing solely RMC lead to the best performance. This contrasts heavily with the work of [23] which only makes use of Benders rows corresponding to L1 regularization (α = 1).
Conclusion
In this paper we introduce a mechanism for inference in MRFs with low state space variables under the message passing framework. We first group the variables into hyper-variables and apply message passing over the hyper-variables. In this domain it is not feasible to compute min-marginals exactly motivating the use of Benders decomposition. We use Benders decomposition to lower bound the min-marginals by an upper envelope of affine functions of the variables composing the hyper-variable receiving the message.
These envelopes are then used in place of the min-marginals in message passing. We guarantee convergence to a fixed point of the dual problem and observe that our approach greatly accelerates inference relative to standard message passing. We recycle Benders rows after updates to λ and generate Magnanti-Wong cuts using an efficient mechanism targeted to binary problems.
In future work we intend to tailor the relaxation to be as tight as possible by constructing Y as inference progresses. A trivial approach is to merge hypervariables as needed to tighten the relaxation. Further challenges manifest in extending our framework to permit overlapping sets in Y.
they are known to be zero. We now rewrite optimization.
We outline the remainder of this section into two parts. In Section A.1 we establish that the integrality constraints can be removed from Eq A.1. Then in Section A.2 we relax the second two equality constraints in Eq 13 to inequalities.
A.1 Relaxing Integrality
We substitute µ ij (x
Observe that xj yq [x j = x yq j ]µ q (y q ) = yq µ q (y q ). Thus we eliminate the redundant constraint xj yq [x j = x yq j ]µ q (y q ) = 1 producing the following LP.
Observe that Eq 23 is totally unimodular via the consecutive ones property so we can relax integrality explicitly without loosening the optimization in Eq 13.
is always satisfied since β 1 , β 2 are non-negative. We now simplify our notation. We use θ ij to denote θ ij (x We now re-write dual optimization in Eq 15.
Note that the objective in Eq 26 is non-increasing in β 1 thus β 1 is set to its minimum feasible value conditioned on β 2 at dual optimality. Therefor the following describes the relationship between β 1 ij and β 2 ij .
We now rewrite dual optimization. Observe that β 0 equals the primal optimization in Eq 12 as β 0 is the only term in the dual objective and thus must equal the primal objective. We write the formula for β 0 below for clarification.
We now rewrite dual optimization. We now alter the order of the summation in the constraint over y q .
β 0 + max 
We now decrease the number of variables considered by compacting ( i∈Yp β 1 ij [x j = x ij j ]) to a single term β 3 j (x j ) for each j, x j . We write the relationship between β 1 and β 3 below using constant terms h ij , Q j (x j ) . We observe empirically that using a mixture of the L1 and L2 norm over β 3 often improves performance of the entire procedure (Alg 1). We write optimization parameterized by α ∈ [0, 1] below.
Since β 0 is the only term in the objective it must equal the optimal primal objective at dual optimality.
Observe that larger values of β 2 make the constraints over y q more difficult to satisfy. Thus at dual optimality β 2 is set to the smallest feasible value given β 1 which we write below. 
The smallest possible value of β 2 is achieved by setting β 1 as follows.
Since β 2 is set to its element-wise minimum value and the dual objective equals the primal objective then the solution below must be feasible.
• β 0 is set equal to min yq φ pq (y * p , y q ) − λ pq→q (y q ).
• β 2 ij (x j ) ← − min xi θ ij (x i , x j ) + β 1 ij (x i ) for all i ∈ Y p , j ∈ Y q , x j .
